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6621 ELECTRONIC DRIVE @ SPRINGFIELD, VA

- PRIVATE TURN-KEY DATACENTER
- WORLD CLASS COLOCATION
- SSAE-16 SOC-2 AUDITED
- ISO 9001 & 27001 (CERTIFIED 2010, 2015)
FEATURES

- CONVENIENT INSIDE BELTWAY LOCATION: RIGHT AT I-395 & I-495
- DUAL AUTHENTICATION SECURED ACCESS, 24x7x365 MANNED FACILITY
- FULLY AUTONOMOUS, RIGHT BY THE LOADING DOCK
- N+1 GENERATOR, UPS & CRAC (AC) SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY
- DEDICATED UTILITY POWER FEED & TRANSFORMER
- SSAE-16 SOC-2 AUDITED

UNIQUE PREMIER DATA CENTER

- DCA3 is strategically located in a natural disaster-free zone, being protected by the virtue of its above the 100-year flood plain location and construction against floods, tornadoes, & earthquakes.
- Redundant fiber feeds from three different carriers are on site: Cox, WindStream and Verizon.
- Three (3) separate fibre entry points are in use.
- Access could not be easier: it is right at the I-395 and I-495 interchange. There is plenty of on-site work space available.
- A full range of colocation options are available, from single racks to private cages, custom built to specifications.
- All services come with our industry leading 100% facility & network uptime guarantees. You benefit from the extensive investment made to ensure full redundancy across UPS systems, diesel generators, and AC cooling. In addition, the local & global network architecture is fully redundant through the use of backbone-grade Cisco hardware and diverse path & carrier circuits.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Raised floor facility and adjacent work and storage space available
- Permanent adjacent office rentals available
- Secured & logged (key card) access – staffed and monitored 24x7x365, dual authentication in place
- Utility power feed through dedicated transformer exclusive to data center
- N+1 UPS systems; 8 parallel PowerWare UPS 1440kW units
- 2 redundant 1.25MW diesel generators with 48 hours of generator fuel on-site
- Redundant DataAire Precision AC units
  - 200+ tons of AC cooling currently in use
  - Expandable to 500+ tons of AC cooling
- Fiber redundancy through multiple private SONET rings: Cox, WindStream and Verizon on site
- Redundant architecture coast-to-coast IP backbone, hopone.net, full service set available without local access fees
- Redundant, geographically dispersed, connectivity to all of the world’s major backbones
- Dual-interlocking pre-action fire suppression system with zone separation

OPTIONS

- IP transit service with 100% uptime, zero packet loss, low latency SLA
- Content acceleration on our global Content Delivery Network (CDN)
- 24x7x365 support & monitoring by managed services experts on-site; instant response by on-site technicians available any time of the day or night
- Advanced public, private or hybrid cloud hosting on IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) basis
- Custom hardware provisioning & support
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ABOUT HOPONE INTERNET CORPORATION

HopOne Internet Corporation is an enterprise-grade global cloud services company, operating a low-latency coast-to-coast IP backbone and multiple data centers across the US. As a cloud-based Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provider, we provide a comprehensive range of services using our east and west coast data centers connected by our low latency coast-to-coast IP backbone. In addition to the traditional data center services such as colocation and IP transit, we offer a wide array of managed services, private, public and hybrid deployments on our advanced cloud platform and content delivery through our global content delivery network.

We provide services to businesses with mission-critical needs including government agencies, financial institutions, carriers and content providers. Our services use a highly customizable service array coupled with dedicated, 24x7x365 on-site and instantly reachable, highly skilled professional network and systems engineers.

All HopOne services are SSAE-16 SOC-2 audited and ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 compliant (certified in 2010, 2015) and we have the impeccable performance and reliability proven record (100% uptime and zero packet loss for the past 10+years) that mission-critical clients demand.
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NYC3
375 PEARL STREET, MANHATTAN, NY

Features:
:: SSAE-16 audited & highly compliant
:: Highly secure facility, within NYPD HQ perimeter
:: NYC’s only purpose-built high-rise datacenter
:: N+1 (or more) fully redundant throughout
:: Four diverse fiber entry points
:: Carrier neutral, with numerous carriers on-site

DCA2
8201 GREENSBORO DRIVE, TYSONS CORNER, VA

Features:
:: SSAE-16 SOC-2 audited
:: ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 (certified 2010, 2015)
:: Excellent connectivity and carrier redundancy
:: Multiple redundant utility power feeds, generators and UPS systems
:: 24x7x365 staffed & highly secure
:: Fully autonomous private mini-datacenter and partly autonomous private suite available

SEA2
3311 SOUTH 120TH PLACE, SEATTLE, WA

Features:
:: SSAE-16 SOC-2 audited
:: ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 (certified 2010, 2015)
:: Excellent connectivity & exceptional carrier redundancy – the highest concentration of major carrier PoPs in South Seattle, all right on site
:: N+1 redundant UPS & AC systems
:: 24x7x365 staffed & highly secure
:: Full array of cloud hosting services provided on site
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
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